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Resumen: El presente artIculo pretende afrontar el estudio de los menhires, uno de los
elementos más importantes y definidores del paisaje NeolItico, pero a la vez uno de los más
omitidos en las investigaciones sobre megalitismo. En comparación con otros estudios,
este articulo enfatiza el micro-análisis, y centra la atención en la Bretaña francesa, la region con
la mayor concentración de menhires dentro del area megalItica, sobre los cuales recientes
estudios han postulado Ia posibilidad de un origen mesolitico para las primeras construccio-
nes megalIticas.
Abstract: The present paper attempts to face up to the study of standing stones, an
important element of the Neolithic landscape but one of the most neglected in megalithic
studies. In contrast to other papers, this article stresses a small-scale analysis, concentrating
on Brittany, the region of major concentration of menhirs in the megalithic area and
interesting since recent studies have postulated a possible Mesolithic origin of its megaliths.
First considerations
e first step necessary to develop any investigation is to define the object of
study. Nevertheless, what do we understand by menhirs? In this initial point,
everybody would accept that a merihir is basically a stone which has been placed
upright by human action. Moreover, it is observable that standing stones appear
in regions with presence of other megalithic structures. Unfortunately, these are
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the only common characteristics attributable to all of them. Despite their
homogeneous appearance, standing stones present tremendous variability, a basic
problem since it seems impossible to establish a single pattern which helps us to
say something more about them.
Brittany has a high concentration of menhirs. As Giot (1960: 115) states,
menhirs are a classic element of the Breton landscape. Between 1000 and 1200
of them are known, suggesting a total of perhaps 3000-5000 in the past (J-Iibbs
1983: 294). It has to be stressed that the present picture of the standing stones is
a result of construction during a large time span, which varies depending on
where we establish their origins. Whereas Hibbs (1983: 294) suggests a chronology
from the Middle Neolithic to the early Bronze Age, other authors have postulated
a very early date, around 5000 BC, for the first erection of standing stones on the
landscape, therefore, being one of the earliest megalithic features (see Tilley 2004:
53, Thomas & Tilley 1993: 228). If the latter proposal is valid, it is of great
importance to study the possible links between standing stones and the Late
Mesolithic communities of this area.
Shaped and unshaped
Why is it important to distinguish from a shaped menhir to an unshaped
one? First of all, to shape a menhir means to alter its natural appearance into a
constructed one, thus, designed and constructed as a physical object to represent
a particular set of ideas (Tilley 2004: 35). Although we ignore if shaped menhirs
have a completely different meaning from the unshaped ones, this difference has
been essential to formulate some interesting interpretations.
Concerning unshaped menhirs, some researchers (Tilley 2004, Richards) have
suggested parallels with natural outcrops. For instance, as Tilley observed (2004:
63), menhirs and alignments at Montagnes Noires in Brittany may have been a
human copy of the natural low lines of rocks in this area (Plate 1). The fact that
some alignments are oriented in the same direction as the natural outcrops is
certainly striking!
This is not the only example. Recent studies have stressed that some standing
stones of the Kerlescan alignments at Carnac are composed by some natural
stones (Sellier 1995, Scarre 2002: 631) (Plate 2). These evidences have been decisive
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for some archaeologists to postulate new interpretations of the Breton menhirs. 
Placing stones upright may have be en a particular cultural answer ro a series of 
beüefs of the naturallandscape. Nevertheless, this interpretation does not fully fit 
to interpret other standing stones in Brittany since some of them are shaped and 
they are located in places where no natural outcrops are detected. 
Brittany has presence of shaped menhirs, for instance those at Bas Léon (plate 3), 
in the Northwest region of Brittany as well as some examples of anthrop0!JIorphic 
menhirs in Haut Léon (plate 4). The first ones are called by Tilley axe-sbaped menhirs. 
Although they really resemble axes in form, 1 would not refuse the possibility to 
give them other interpretations. However, the group ofaxe-shaped menhirs are 
characterised by a highly standardised shape. This fact raises the possibiüty to be 
contemporary and it shows a c1ear intention to shape them before setting them 
upright. Going back to Tilley's interpretation of shaped menhirs as axes, it has to 
be said that there are axes buried in an upright position at the foot of the Le 
Manio menhir at the Morbihan department (plate 5), and it can be seen as evidence 
ro strengthen the association between these two features (Bender 1986: 133, 
Thomas & TilJey 1993: 233). 
Axe-shaped 
menhirsfrom Haut Léon 
(see web reference 2). 
Albeit there are just few examples, the anlhropomorfic menhirs can no be 
forgotten . In this case, it seems realJy difficult to determine if the shape is 
contemporary to the erection of the stone. The difficulty for dating menhirs 
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complicates this situation. Therefore, it is impossible to know which time span
passed between the erection and the attribution of an anthropomorfic shape.
Considering the few number of examples and the actual poor shape of
these menhirs I would suggest that the anthropomorfic shape is secondary and
limited to a small region of Haut Leon. Nevertheless, although they are just a few,
the anthropornof1cmenhirs should not be ruled out of investigation and interpretation.
The size of standing stones
The size of standing stones presents a high variability. As Giot (1960: 116)
stresses, the dimensions of the stones can vary from 1 meter to more than 20
meters. Remarkably, the massive size of some menhirs raises many questions
about the ultimate meaning of these stones. They have been a decisive element of
study for issues such as demography, social hierarchy and so on. For instance,
Renfrew elaborated an influential model to explain the movement of the Orcadian
population during the Neolithic from an equalitarian society to a chiefdom, making
reference to the size of some monuments such as the Stonnes of Stennes, the
Ring of Brodgar and so on (Renfrew 1979). This is not the only study. Scarre has
elaborated a complex analysis concerning the demography of Brittany during
Neolithic times analyzing different evidence related to the construction of
megalithic monuments (see Scarre 2001).
Nevertheless, although both, Renfrew's and Scarre 's investigations are really
interesting, it is necessary not to forget what Thomas (1991, 1999: 35) has defines
as the 'subj'cth'e' experience. What would people have experienced standing in
front of massive menhirs more than 20 meters long? (Plate 5) There is no doubt
that a menhir of this size would have impressed the person observing it.
Furthermore, the changes in the configuration of the space would have also
affected the way in which the place was experienced by human beings (Thomas
1991, 1999: 35). It is also really striking to think about the effort expended in
placing stones upright and it entails an obvious consideration, the erection of
these menhirs was carried out by groups. Regardless, the motivations and
considerations for erecting these stones are fairly unknown and it appears unlikely
to be detected by analysing the present archaeological data.
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At this point 1 would like to raise sorne questions. To what extend can we 
compare sorne menhirs as Le Grand Menhir Brise with, for example, the menhir 
placed in front of the Graniol dolmen at Morbihan (plate 6)? Do we have any 
evidence which give us the possibility to associate them? Should they all be 
considered the same feature? One of the answers to this question, although not 
conclusive, is given by Giot. He highlighted the fact that at the foot of several 
standing stone structures one scill finds the same kind of remains as at the bottom 
of the sockets of isolated menhirs (Giot 1960: 125). Therefore, if we could state 
that they are all menhirs, the question should be re-shaped as why are there 
significant differences in the effort to construct different menhirs? lt could also 
be suggested that, although having the same remains in their sockets, they could 
have a differentfunction (if applicable) but, perhaps, a common foundational ritual. 
Antbropomorjic 
menbir from Haut Léon (see 
web reference 3). 
Single, pair, circle, alignment. .. Are they the same thing? 
In this seccion, 1 am not going to refer to variabili ty since it is not c1ear to 
what extend single menhirs can be associated to alignments, circles and so on. As 
1 have introduced in the last seccion, there are common remains found in the foot 
of single menhirs and in other composicions of standing stones. However, it can 
not be generalized as we just have few examples. 
Cobn Richards has given a new perspective to the study of megalithic 
monuments. As he states, one of the twelve stones of the Stones of Stennes, in 
Orkney, was never erected (Richards 2004: 105). Moreover, individual monobths 
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were from different quarries! Hence, at least in this case, the importance did not
just rely in the final monument but also in every episode of placing a stone in the
circle (Plate 7). Nevertheless, this can not be taken as a final conclusion to be
applied to the stone circles in Brittany due to the different geographical context
and chronology. Besides, the evidence is just proved in the Stones of Stennes. It
would be a little hazardous to establish a pattern with a single example.
Thus, the association between single menhirs, circles and alignments is not
clear. It is observed that menhirs are usually bigger in size than the standing stones
in alignments and other megalithic forms (Giot, 1960:119). Isolated menhirs could
also be the survivors of groups of menhirs and they are closely related to
alignments of standing stones, numerous in Brittany. Some alignments are really
impressing. For instance the Kermario alignment composed of 1029 menhirs
grouped in 10 lines (Plate 8). Concerning Richards interpretation, the high number
of standing stones suggest that the erection of individual monoliths could also
have been done in episodes. If this suggestion is valid and added to the evidence
of some remains found in the bottom of the sockets, this could give us a clue
concerning the association of individual menhirs and other structures. If not
considered the same thing then at least related.
Alignments are frequently associated with stone 'circles', for example, the
stone 'circle' at the end of Le Menec alignment, but the relationship of the two
types is poorly understood (Hibbsl983: 297). Feasibly, these associations should
be understood as the attempt to build a monumental landscape. Moreover, this is
a possibility to attribute a kind of possible journey from one megalithic structure
to another in the same way Parker Pearson understand the Stonehenge area. These
postulates are, however, speculative in essence but the possibility should not be
forgotten.
Art and standing stones
Brittany has got a major concentration of megalithic art. Twohig recorded
250 decorated stones from 75 sites (Twohig, 1981). Although the representations
are mostly found in passage graves, some menhirs are decorated with similar
motifs of other megalithic structures and there is evidence of re-use of decorated
menhirs in burial structures which will be explained in the following lines.
Decorated menhirs are now rare but there is reason to suspect that they were
originally much more numerous. (Giot 1988:321, Thomas & Tilley 1993:231).
The possible association of menhirs with other, better datable, structures
has given the potential to be able to establish a relative chronology of some
standing stones. In a broader extend, the comparison of the art with the
representations of other regions demonstrate the existent link between different
areas, at least, of the Atlantic façade. Thus, the so-called megalithic art, if linked
with other cultural remains, can work as a tool for the better understanding of
the relationship of past societies.
Despite the fact that there are several reasons to establish a deep study of
the megalithic art, there present knowledge about this topic is still confusing.
There have been serious attempts to investigate these representations but they
tend to be archetypal studies of prehistoric art. Rather than understand the potential
of the megalithic art, most of the works have tended to be descriptive.
Nonetheless, important evidence has been found, essential for our present
understanding of some Neolithic features. Concerning Brittany, Twohig has
determined an early date to the first megalithic art representations. She suggests a
chronology which begins at the mid to late 5th milenium for some representations
in the Morbihan department. These include decorated standing stones! There are
still some examples of decorated menhirs which are still upright in the original
placement. For instance,the menbir of St Denec in Finisterre or Kermaker in
Morbihan. However, it is observed that many menhirs were, at some point, broken
up and incorporated into burial structures. Thus, is the re-use of standing stones
a mere re-utilisation of the material for other purposes? Re-using standing stones
just to recjicle its material do not seem the basic idea. For instance, there is evidence
that a single menhir was broken up and used not just for one burial but for 3 of
them. One part is at Gavrinis (Plate 9) placed as a chamber capstone, another part
in at Le Table des Marchands (Plate 10) and a third part is at Er Grah Long Cairn
(Le Roux 1984; 1985, Twohig...). If there was just a desire for using the material
to build something different, it would be obvious that all the menhir would have
been used at the same burial construction. Thus, this example suggests the possibility
to apply the concept of liminaliy to these menhirs. The ultimate stage was not
being erected on the landscape but being broken up after sometime erected and
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then incorporated in some burial places. I t should be questioned if the same can 
be applied to undecorated menhirs. Ho\V can \Ve recognize the existence of re -
used undecorated menhirs in burial structures? 
Another piece of evidence attributed to an early date ro the first erection 
of standing stones if found in several té/res. For instance, at Le Manio two decorated 
menhirs preceded the construction of the té/re built aroune! it. In Lannec er Gadouer 
a series of menhirs \Vere sealee! beneath the mound. It is still confusing to establish 
if the menhirs placee! on the landscare are the same feature as the ones placed 
inside buriak 
G'aJ"7I1Ú (see In/; 
refermce 6) 
a/l(l Table deJ 
M arc!;alldJ (lI'e/; 
rejerfllce 6) 
Nonetheless, the art representations seem to share the same basic motifs. 
What is truly important here is the fact that the composition of the Te/res TUlllu/aires 
certainly resembles the composition of the Mesolithic cemeteries of Téviec and 
Hóedic! The combination of cists, hearts and a maune! covering them share a 
c10se link with the Mesolithic cemeteries but using another material to construct 
the mound. Having evie!ence of this, the debate will be followed in the next 
section. Moving back to the earl)' Breton art, it has interesting links \Vith the megalithic 
art of other areas. For example, one of the motifs, the so-called crook is also 
found in some megalith s of Portugal as for example at the menhir of Buhóa in 
!\Igarve (plate 11 ). 
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Although the chronology of this motif is not clear, some researchers have
postulated a later date to this motif. The possibility of contacts between different
regions of the Atlantic façade during the early Neolithic times, and perhaps earlier,
should not be ruled out. It seems reasonably to suggest knowledge of offshore
navigation of the Mesolithic societies along the Atlantic façade. Lacking of evidence
to verify this suggestion, it can be said that during the 4h milenium the relationships
with other regions are clearly shown by the association of several motifs found in
far afield areas. These motifs are included in what Twohig defines as the second
phase of megalithic art in Brittany (see Twoigh, 1981). Motifs as <ig-ags and
seipentiforms from the Breton megaliths are also found in several Iberian tombs
and standing stones of same chronology. The associations are not just done using
the Atlantic as there is presence of megaliths further inland with the same motifs.
At Maine-et-Loire the rnenhir of La Breteière presents similar motifs as those
from Le Manio or Les Gavrinis (Scarre, C. & Roux, P. 2000: 757).
Going back to the first phase of megalithic art, it should be noted that
these first representations are dominated by the axe motif as Thomas and Tffley
have observed (1993: 233) (Plate 10). They have also link this fact with the so-
called axe-shaped menhirs of Brittany.
It is fairly possible as axes are a predominant element of the Neolithic in
several areas. As Thomas & Tilley follow, stones axes were a considerable source
of power in Neolithic Brittany (Le Roux 1971, Bender 1985, Thomas & Tilley
1993). Whitlle (2000) presented a polemic paper concerning the first art of the
Breton megaliths. He argues that the Mesolithic- Neolithic transition would have
increased the significance of myths. Analysing the representations of this early
Neolithic art he argues the possible interpretation of Le Mane Rutual as a stylized
shape of a whale. Considering the evidence of whale bones at Téviec, Whittle
proposed the following interpretation for the early Breton megalithic art. The
different motifs could be the explanation of myths concerning the change of
subsistence. Whereas the whale could be understood as the past of these societies,
the presence of axes and other objects were considered of the Neo lithic package.
This interpretation, as the researcher stresses, has a high speculative component.
There is no enough archaeological evidence to accept this proposal.
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Some considerations
Up until now, this paper has tried to stress the extensive source of evidence
that standing stones can provide us just by using Breton examples. The variables,
size, shape, representations and association point Out the high variability that standing
stones present. It can not be omitted that a more extensive analysis of standing
stones would include the consideration of the standing stones to other megalithic
features as well as the relation to the landscape and so on. These variables have
not been discussed for the following reasons. It is clear that the present picture of
the standing stones is limited to what have remained until the present date. Processes
of clearance, construction of roads, coastal line changes and so on, can surely
misslead us in our interpretations.
Thus, after the analysis of some variables, it can be suggested that not all the
standing stones should be included in the same package. However, in this case,
and in many other cases related to archaeology, the term menhir, as Tilley argues
with the concept of megaliths:
.1 creates a particular form of discourse and- such is its power- there appears
to be an inability to reinscribe the past in a fresh manner, despite the quite radical
changes in theoretical ideas and methods of analysing archaeological information'
(Tilley 1999, 83).
The same statement that Tilley applies to the term megalith can be also
attributed to the standing stones. Despite the fact that there is no clear evidence
which help us to link the different standing stones, there is a tendency to involve
them in the same definition just because of our inability to get to a better answer
to this enzgma. Perhaps, the only common point between a passage grave and a
standing stone is that they have been constructed/ set upright by the same
population. Nevertheless, there is also some evidence which do not let us forget
the connection between these two elements, For example, many times standing
stones are clear markers of a burial, there is presence of standing stones inside the
tdtres tumulaires and there is a particular re-use of some decorated menhirs in some
Breton passage graves. All in all, it has been clearly shown that standing stones
represented an important element in the Neolithic landscape, and it needs not to
be forgotten!
Coastal line changes
Before moving the attention to the most debated aspect of the origins of
the Breton megaliths, there is one aspect that needs to be discussed, the coastal
line changes. It is known that the sea levels of the Atlantic coast of Western
France rose very rapidly from 10000 to 7500 BP followed by a series of oscillations
and transgressions (Morzdec-Kerfouin 1985, Prigent 1983, Shulting 2001).
Several evidences show how the sea level has eradicated much archaeological
potential of this area. For example, at Höedic, great part of the archaeological
site has been destroyed by the action of the sea level. During Neolithic times, and
especially in the Channel Islands and the Golfe du Morbihan large amounts of
land had been lost with the raise of the sea level (Hibbs 1983: 274). There are
many examples of submergence of archaeological sites as for example, in Er-
Lannic at Morbihan, a part of one of the two stone circles is submerged in the
sea (Giot 1960: 121). However, although there are many examples known, a lot
of information has been lost and it can be confusing for the interpretation of the
coastal Mesolithic and Neolithic populations. Therefore, being advert of the
changes of coastal line, should we consider the possibility to undertake subaquatic
investigations? To what extend Neolithic material can have persist submerged in
the Atlantic Ocean? Although I ignore the potential to develop subaquatic
excavations, I do also think that there has not been enough investigation on this
area. Regardless, if there has been the possibility to find older material remains
for example in the West coast of America when looking for human origins, it
seems possible to get some positive results studying some areas of the Breton
coast. Moreover, as the evidence indicates, coastal Mesolithic communities were
important in Brittany as well as there is extensive evidence to affirm the importance
of the sea for Middle and Late Neolithic communities. Therefore, it does not
seem inaccurate to speculate an important relationship between the early Neolithic
populations and the sea.
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Mesolithic megaliths?
Traditionally, megaliths were associated with fully Neolithic populations.
However, recent studies have claimed a Mesolithic date for the origin of the first
megaliths (see Abshee 1982, Burrenhult 1984). Although this new postulate can
appear really striking, during the time developing this article, I have gradually
realized some important issues to be considered in the study of the megalithic
phenomenon. First of all, it should be noted that the oldest chronologies for
some megalithic features may overlap the last period of activity at Téviec and
Höedic. It also needs to be stressed the close characteristics between the
composition of the earthen mounds and the Mesolithic cemeteries and the
appearance of standing stones from a very early date.
Nobody can neglect the importance given to the two Mesolithic
archaeological sites of Téviec and Höedic. Although they just represent a minimal
evidence of the real picture of that time, their characteristics have been essential
to raise many questions about the Neolithic transition of this area. What makes
them so significant relies on the presence of human burials in both shell middens.
Some of them are characteristic by being inserted in rudimentary cists and with
an evidence of fire burning on the top. Thomas and Tilley (1993: 228-230) stressed
a series of evidence which can link the Mesolithic burial activity with the Neolithic
practices. For example, the use of mounds for the burial of the dead, the association
of fires with mortuary practices, the sealing of the dead into cists and so on.
The association between the Mesolithic burial practises and the Neolithic
ones do need to fit with the explanation of the Mesolithic/ Neolithic transition
of this area. However, this process is not fully understood although the evidence
shows a clear indigenous contribution in the origin of the first megaliths. In contrast,
some researchers attribute the first megalithic structures to the early phase of
development of farming societies (see Sherrat 1990). Sherrat have also assigned
an association between the long houses of the Bandekeramic and the earthern
long mounds drawing into the semblance of construction. Thus, which explanation
should be taken into account? Both proposals are based on comparison. Should
we discard one the other? At this point I would like to introduce a self opinion
about this topic. The evidence does not show a clear Neolithic absorption of the
Mesolithic groups. Pointing to the Morbihan area, it seems more probable that
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the diffe rent elements of the Neoli thic were inco rporated into those communities 
g raduall y. lf th e ea rth ern lo ng mo und s had th eir o rigin in th e N eolithic 
Bandekeramik, it seems quite impossible to think that one of the first Neolühic 
features adopted by the Mesolithic had a impact on the trea tment of the dead. 
Shulting (2001) has developed an interesting study concerning the human 
remains at Téviec and H oedic. He es tablished an analysis o f the stable iso topes 
found in the human bones collagen. This analysis provides info rmation about the 
sources of dietary protein of the last ten years of life. Drawing into this analysis 
he evidenced a different proporrion o f proteins between males and females, the 
latter hav ing a less percentage o f sea food resources. Therefore, he sugges ted a 
patriarcal intermarriage were women from inland areas were married to the males 
of the coas tal populations. If this suggestion could be proved, what would be 
more plausible, some Neolithic practises being influential for Mesoli thic populations 
or tJice versa? All in all , it has to be highlighted that the archaeological info rmation 
is minimal considering the lack of archaeological sites we are dealing with . 
1.R Crand Menhir Brisi. (Sfe 1/Jeb reftrence 2). 
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Some conclusions
Just by using the Breton menhirs, the difficulty for interpreting standing
stones has been observed. Therefore, what could be said in a study of the standing
stones of the whole megalithic area? If there is no procedure which give us the
possibility to relate standing stones of the same area, how can we relate standing
stones from far afield sites? The impossibility to date standing stones is also a
negative issue for the analysis. At least nowadays, it seems possible to suggest that
the first standing stones erected had their origins in the very early Neolithic and
perhaps earlier. However, we can just attribute this chronology to the standing
stones found beneath earthern mounds or incorporated in early passage graves
and so on. Some other standing stones have been dated analysing the remains
found in the socket of the stone, but they are just a few of them. However, the
great majority lack of datable evidence. This is of great importance because,
when analysing menhirs, we surely link standing stones which perhaps others that
have been set upright in a different chronology. This explains why, in this paper I
have not provided any global interpretation of standing stones.
Therefore, in order to establish a better study of the standing stones, there
is a need to establish small-scale analysis in a contextual form, giving emphasis on
historical and spatial context (Hodder 1982). Understanding that studying the
megalithic phenomenon in a large scale has given, as Tilley stresses, a subconscious
understanding of this feature, the only way to refresh these studies seems to be in
the identification of the particular characteristics of every area. This work presents
difficulties since we cannot establish the boundaries of past communities, but at
least we can get an approximation by studying the different remains of a small
area.
It is also important not to forget the large time span of standing stones
construction of approximately 2500 years! What would the inhabitants of a
region think about standing stones set upright centuries ago? Surely, these standing
stones were an element for the origination of myths and explanations of the past
of these inhabitants. In the present date, the name of some menhirs still shows
this phenomenon as well as they are still landscape markers and the main object
of several legends.
All in all, I would like to conclude this paper stressing the necessity to
develop professional studies about the standing stones. It is about time to consider
them as an object of study and not as evidence related to the megalithic burial
structures. It is striking the fact that about 90 % of the articles used in this essay
do not have the standing stones as the main object of study.
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